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Short introduction of the ANTICSS project
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• Study within the Horizon 2020 programme:
https://www.anti-circumvention.eu

• Duration: 04/2018 – 09/2021
• Project lead: Oeko-Institut e.V. (DE)
• Project partners:
AT: AEA, BMDW
BE: ECOS, BHTC
CZ: SEVEn, SEIA
DE: OEKO, UBONN, GRS, VDE
ES: FFII-LCOE, CM
IT: ENEA, CCIAA Mi, IMQ
NL: Re/gent, NVWA
PT: ADENE, ASAE
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Short introduction of the ANTICSS project
Goals and objectives
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Ø Assess and define circumvention,
delimit from other effects
Ø Assess, how much energy could be
lost through circumvention
Ø Define alternative test procedures
to detect circumvention
Ø Capacity building measures for
key actors of market surveillance and
test laboratories
Ø Recommendations for policy and
standardisation
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Circumvention: current legal frameworks
Energy Labelling
Framework Regulation
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standards should deter intentional and unintentional
circumvention, Recital N.35
prohibits the inclusion of software or hardware that
automatically alters the performance of a product in test
conditions , Art.3(5)

Product-specific Energy
Labelling delegated acts

No procedure in the Annex on verification procedure
If circumvention detected à non-compliance

Product-specific Ecodesign
implementing acts

Article on Circumvention and software updates
No procedure in the Annex on verification procedure
If circumvention detected à non-compliance

Standardisation
Requests

Standard shall be designed to minimize the risk of circumvention
Standards shall set test procedures that aim at minimizing the risk that
the performance of a model can be automatically altered in test
conditions
8

Article ‘Circumvention’
in recently adopted Ecodesign regulations
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More comprehensive ANTICSS understanding
and definition of circumvention
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Circumvention is the act of designing a product or prescribing test instructions,
leading to an alteration of the behaviour or the properties of the product,
specifically in the test situation, in order to reach more favourable results
for any of the parameters specified in the relevant delegated or implemented act,
or included in any of the documentations provided for the product.
The act of circumvention is relevant only under test conditions and can be executed,
e.g.,
a) by automatic detection of the test situation and alteration of the
product performance and/or resource consumption during test, or
b) by pre-set or manual alteration of the product,
affecting performance and/or resource consumption during test or
c) by pre-set alteration of the performance within a short period
after putting the product into service.
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ANTICSS definition of ‚Jeopardy effects‘
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Jeopardy effects encompass all aspects of products or test instructions, or
interpretation of test results, which do not follow the goal of the EU ecodesign
and/or energy labelling legislation of setting ecodesign requirements and
providing reliable information about the resource consumption and/or performance
of a product.

These effects may be not classified as circumvention but become possible due to
loopholes or other weaknesses in standards or regulations.
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Decision tree to categorize suspicious cases
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Circumvention:
A special ‚non-compliance‘ case
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Ecodesign and energy labelling legislation states that all products
are compliant until a non-compliance is detected by MSAs,
through product inspection: physical testing, checking of the data and
information provided in the technical documentation, checking any
other information provided by the manufacturer against the
requirements and conditions defined in the legislation and standards.
In contrast, circumvention and jeopardy effects do not make a product appear
as non-compliant during physical testing.
In the first instance products appear to comply with all the requirements and conditions,
but the test results are influenced/manipulated through a circumvention behaviour or
the exploitation of (possible) weaknesses or loopholes in standards and legislation,
resulting more favourable for the manufacturer.
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The need for alternative test procedures
to detect circumvention or jeopardy effects
•
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Aim of alternative test procedures in ANTICSS:
address and detect circumvention behaviour under test
• Still very closely to standard test procedures
• Very slight adaptations of only those aspects
related to the suspicious behaviour
• Comparison to results of harmonized standard
• Use of verification tolerances for assessing
the significance of deviations
• If resulting in relevant performance changes,
then hints on CV or jeopardy behaviour might be confirmed
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Decision tree to categorize tested models
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ANTICSS Results:
Reported and Analysed Cases
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Product groups further investigated by laboratory testing within ANTICSS
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Test results of ANTICSS – Example 1:
Dishwashers – specific loading instructions
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Case description
According to regulation or standard “The dishwasher manufacturer’s instructions
regarding installation and use shall be followed.” In many dishwashers it is necessary
to remove or alter the position of “accessories” fitted to the appliance when supplied.
If the parts are not removed, the dishwasher cannot be loaded with the claimed
full capacity. Instructions on removal of parts are only given in the ‘Instructions for
Test Laboratories’, thus unlikely to be carried out in households in day-to-day use.

Test methodology

1. Tests according to harmonised standard EN 50242:2016,
following the manufacturer’s instructions and loading scheme
2. Alternative testing method:
− An alternative loading scheme is designed, fitting the maximum number
of place settings, when the machine is loaded “as supplied”
− Tests are conducted according to standard conditions and manufacturer’s
instructions without removing or altering accessories.
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Test results of ANTICSS – Example 1:
Dishwashers – specific loading instructions
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Harmonized standard:
Standard loading scheme according to
manufacturer‘s instructions:
Many accessories and third rack had to
be removed, cutlery basket split into half
=> 16 place settings declared
ANTICSS alternative
loading scheme
Machine tested as supplied
=> only 12 place settings
achievable
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Test results of ANTICSS – Example 1:
Dishwashers – specific loading instructions
Standard
test results

ANTICSS
alternative test results

Deviation

16

12

-25%

Specific
energy consumption
(Wh/ps)

47.2

60.9

+29%

Specific
water consumption
(L/ps)

0.68

0.91

+34%

Energy efficiency class

A+++

A+++

No
difference

Standard
place settings (ps)
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Test results of ANTICSS – Example 1:
Dishwashers – specific loading instructions
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Conclusions about this case: circumvention
Loading instructions how to reach the declared capacity
exclusively provided in instructions for test laboratories.
No information how to reach the declared capacity in the
user instructions.
The specific loading instructions lead to reaching more
favourable results (capacity) specifically under testing.
Capacity is a declared parameter on the Energy label
(purchase criterion).
Higher capacity might facilitate a better Energy efficiency class.
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ANTICSS test results – Example 2: Washing machines
– Specific optimisation at full and half rated capacity
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Case description
Washing machines might be optimised in a way to gain more favourable results for the
energy and water consumption specifically to the two testing points at the declared
full and half load used according to the harmonized standard, whereas the consumption
values follow a different pattern when the machine is run at different loads.

Test methodology
Standard testing procedure

Alternative testing procedure

The tests were conducted according to the harmonised standard EN 60456:2016.
Rated capacity declared by the manufacturer.

Full load = 6 kg; Half load = 3kg

Series of 7 treatments as follows:

Series of 7 treatments as follows:

-

Treatment 40°C; half load: 2 test runs

-

Treatment 40°C; half load: 2 test runs

-

Treatment 60°C; half load: 2 test runs

-

Treatment 60°C; half load: 2 test runs

-

Treatment 60°C; full load: 3 test runs

-

Treatment 60°C; full load: 3 test runs.

All parameters required in Regulation (EU) 1015/2010 and Regulation (EU) 1061/2010 were measured.
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ANTICSS test results – Example 2: Washing machines
– Specific optimisation at full and half rated capacity
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Model C: Additional tests at 60°C treatment
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ANTICSS test results – Example 2: Washing machines
– Specific optimisation at full and half rated capacity
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Results at 60°C treatment
0,95

1

0,92

0,9

0,875

0,82

Energy consumption (kWh)

0,8
0,67

0,7

0,81
0,625

0,6
0,453

0,5

0,82

0,58
0,555

0,606

0,55

0,4
0,3
0,2
0,1
0

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Load (kg)
Standard

Declared

Expected

Extra +alternative

ANTICSS results of a washing machine model: energy consumption at 60°C with different loads
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ANTICSS test results – Example 2: Washing machines
– Specific optimisation at full and half rated capacity
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Conclusions about this case:
Case: ‘Jeopardy effect’ à tested model: ‘borderline to circumvention’
assuming that the more efficient test results for the energy consumption at full /
half rated capacity (compared to different loads in-between) would also
be achieved in real life when consumers load the machine around these capacities.

Conclusions about this case:
Case: ‘Hint for circumvention’ à tested model: ‘circumvention’
imagining that the model could have a sensor that automatically detects the
weight of the load; if the weight corresponds exactly to load used in standard tests
(full and half load of the rated capacity, standard garments), the energy / water
consumption would be reduced exclusively under these standard test conditions,
but not in consumer use.
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Test results of ANTICSS – Further examples
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Televisions: Backlight reduction function (with reduced input power)
at extremely fast-moving images as used in the standard test video,
however hardly applied in real-life broadcast content.

Refrigerators: Display (clock) nearly always on in normal use,
programmed to turn off only after 24 hours of no door openings
(e.g., holidays); as harmonized test standard is without any door openings,
display is turned off permanently under test and its additional energy
consumption is not considered.
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Test results of ANTICSS – Further examples
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Ovens: Specific recipes (e.g., yogurt) in user manual that
provide the basis for standard testing with shelf-guides / side racks
to be removed => increasing oven volume
=> parameter of EEI-formula and resulting energy efficiency class
Ovens: Decoupled energy & temperature measurement in standard
test; during energy measurement: set oven temperature (190°C)
dropped to 90°C => lower energy consumption;
whereas during subsequent temperature measurement:
oven temperature remained stable at 190°C
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Impact Assessment of Circumvention
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The losses of potential energy savings through circumvention are
calculated for several products, based on the test reports from the
laboratory tests
Only as far as own measured results were suitable for calculations.
Two scenarios are presented for each product
The realistic scenario aims to show the magnitude of the potential
losses of energy savings:
A minimum and a maximum share of devices that are currently likely
prone to circumvention are estimated.

The extensive scenario includes all devices that are theoretically
prone to the described type of circumvention.
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Methodological approach
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The possible impact per product is calculated by taking into account:
the potential loss of energy savings of the product, based on the
differences in the measured energy consumption
the number of appliances sold in the year 2020 (Wierda & Kemna)
the assumed market share, based on the educated guess from
experts from energy agencies, MSAs, testing institutes and
standardisation bodies, or, if available, from information about the
distribution of different product models in the market (APPLIA)
The overall impact is calculated by cumulating the impact of the
product groups and convert the results by the primary energy factor
2,1 into losses of potential primary energy savings.
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Impacts of circumvention: Potential
annual losses of primary energy savings
Potential losses of primary energy
savings (GWh/year)

1800

TV

COLD

DISH

OVEN
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WASH

1600
1400
1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0

Realistic minimum
scenario

Realistic maximum
scenario

Extensive
circumvention scenario
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Impacts of circumvention:
Potential annual losses of GWP savings
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109 Mio km

217,600 t CO2eq
14,400 t CO2eq

Smart TV

REALISTIC
MINIMUM
SCENARIO

= 27 000 times
around the globe

63,800 t CO2eq

REALISTIC
MAXIMUM
SCENARIO

EXTENSIVE
CIRCUMVENTION
SCENARIO

Emissions from
a middle class car
100 km ~ 18 kg CO2eq 2
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Further impacts of circumvention
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Circumvention of EU Ecodesign and Energy labelling legislation
and standards can have further, severe impacts:
Market distortions
Loss of reputation for individual manufacturers and/or
entire industries
Loss of consumers’ trust in the overall effectiveness
of European legislation and standards
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Responsibilities of manufacturers
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Circumvention is an illegal act!
Ø

Do not cheat by circumventing legislation and standards to gain
more favourable results.

Ø

Do not misuse the manufacturer’s instructions for laboratory testing
to gain more favourable results.

Ø

Respect the goals of the EU ecodesign and/or energy labelling legislation
=> provide reliable information to consumers about the energy and
resource consumption and performance of your products.

Ø

Help closing ambiguities and loopholes in legislation and standards.
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Recommendations for
Market surveillance & test labs
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Ø

Keep your eyes open for possible acts of circumvention and
jeopardy effects during compliance verification and laboratory testing.

Ø

Collect also suspicious cases and test results of products not yet covered
by current legal framework, i.e., path b) and c) of the ANTICSS definition
of ‘circumvention’ or ‘borderline to circumvention’ acts.

Ø

Regularly inform, discuss and exchange experiences about suspicious
cases and tested models with the aim to identify possible patterns,
discuss on the verification procedure and alternative test methods as
well as the final interpretation (EU: e.g., ADCO meetings).

Ø

Bring in your experiences in the Ecodesign / Energy Labelling legislation
and standardization processes to help closing loopholes.
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General responsibility of test labs
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Test laboratories must have a good practice and knowledge
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Neutral and independent
Fair assessment and evaluation of performance and energy
Calibration routine for all measuring equipment
Uncertainty consideration for the complete measuring chain
Good repeatability and low standard deviation
Good reproducibility of values between different labs
Participation on Round Robin Tests (RRT)
Accreditation in accordance to ISO 17025
Participation in national and international standardisation committees
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ANTICSS recommendations
for policy and standardisation
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Ø

Extend the legal definition of circumvention in ecodesign and energy
labelling regulations to cover also further types of circumvention.

Ø

Specify in harmonized standards the use/necessity of manufacturer’s
instructions for laboratory testing to avoid misuse.

Ø

Develop harmonized standards as close as possible to average
real life usage of products.

Ø

Make possible the use of “alternative” test methods aimed at indicating
the presence of circumvention.

Ø

Analyse the application of legislation at regular intervals to identify
jeopardy effects, loopholes and other weaknesses that might facilitate
circumvention. Identified loopholes should be overcome via a fast-track
revision procedure of the legislation.
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ANTICSS

“20% of the regulated population will automatically
comply with any regulation
5% will attempt to evade it
and the remaining 75% will comply as long as they
think that the 5% will be caught and punished.”
Unknown author
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Project website: Library of documents
www.anti-circumvention.eu
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Ø Definition of circumvention
Ø Guidelines and tools
Ø Summary of identified circumvention
habits
Ø Impact assesment
Ø Test reports for eight product
categories
Ø Alternative test methods
Ø Flowcharts
Ø Events presentations and videos, etc.
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ANTICSS: Reports, Guidelines for MSAs &
test labs, Recommendations etc.
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https://www.anti-circumvention.eu/about-project/documents-and-deliverables
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ANTICSS Contact & Disclaimer
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Oeko-Institut e.V.
Kathrin Graulich – ANTICSS project coordinator
E-Mail: k.graulich@oeko.de
www.anti-circumvention.eu
www.twitter.com/AntiCircumvent
www.linkedin.com/company/anticss/
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/213579_en.html

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under
grant agreement No 785122.
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